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A class of codes imilar to that presented by Bossen and Yau [2] and Stone [5] 
is constructed. Because of a different coding method, different degree polyno- 
mials can be used as moduli and, thus, the code length is greater. For many 
classes of burst lengths, these codes use less redundancy than the above 
mentioned codes. This is due to the fact that the redundancy is independent of 
the encoding moduli and any irreducible polynomial may be used as a generator. 
The decoding operation consists of multiplications which can be instantaneously 
implemented with a modest amount of logical gating. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A class of codes are introduced in this paper which are quite efficient when 
used for single burst correction. These codes are extensions to burst correction 
of similar codes used for multiple errors (Mandelbanm [3]). These codes are 
similar to those constructed by Stone [5] and Bossen and Yau [2] in that 
residue encoding is used. However, because ncoding involves multiplication 
by a generator polynomial, different degree moduli can be used. As a result 
the code length may be greater and for many classes of error burst lengths 
the redundancy is less. 
Decoding consists of simple multiplicative operations. As with the 
Bosson-Yau codes, instantaneous decoding may be achieved by means of 
rood 2 adders and with a comparable amount of hardware. 
This coding method may also be used for encoding Reed-Solomon codes 
[4], as was previously shown, (Mandelbaum [3]). Decoding of these Reed- 
Solomon codes for burst errors may be instantaneous when logic gating is 
used to implement he decoding method shown here. 
I I .  PRELIMINARIES 
We state the Chinese remainder theorem for polynomials over the Galois 
field GF(2): 
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Let ml(x), ms(x),... , m~.(x) be relatively pairwise prime polynomials over 
GF(2) and 
M(x) = f l  m,(x). 
i=1 
If al(x), a2(x),..., %(x) are any given polynomials over GF(2), then there 
exists one and only one polynomial f(x) such that the degree of f(x) is less 
than the degree of M(x) [written, degf(x) < deg M(x)] and 
f(x) ~ a,(x) mod m,(x). (1) 
Given the residues ai(x ) such that ai(x) has lower degree than mi(x), then 
the f(x) corresponding to these ai(x ) can be obtained where 
degf(x) < deg M(x). Because the mi(x ) are relatively prime, there must 
exist a polynomial ui(x ) of least degree such that 
M(x)/mi(x ) u,(x) ~ a,(x) rood mi(x ) (2) 
for all i .  The polynomial ui(x) has degree less than mi(x) for, otherwise, we 
could add k(x) M(x) to both sides of (2) giving 
M(x)/mi(x)(ui(x ) @ k(x) mi(x)) ~ ai(x ) mod mi(x ). 
Then ui(x ) + k(x) mi(x ) has degree less than ui(x ) if the degree of k(x) mi(x )
is equal to the degree of ui(x), thus, yielding a contradiction. 
As a result of (2), 
M(x) 
f(x) = ~1 m~(x) u,(x). (3) 
If h(x) corresponds tothe residue sequence {bl(X), b2(x),... , b~(x)}, then it is 
easily seen by means of (3) that f (x )+ h(x) corresponds to the residue 
sequence {al(x ) @ bl(X),... , at(x) + br(x)}. 
III. CODING BY PREMULTIPLICATION 
The polynomial f(x) represents the message word to be encoded. It is 
encoded according to (1) and the residues ai(x ) are transmitted as a binary 
sequence. However, before encoding by (1), suppose thatf(x) is a redundant 
message word such that 
f(x) = G(x) h(x), (4) 
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where G(x) is a specified polynomial (called the generator) and h(x) contains 
the information i  the message word. 
The message transmitted will then be the sequence 
S(x) = {al(x), a2(x),..., ~(x),..., a~(x)) 
where a,(x) ~ f(x) mod m,(x) and degf(x) < deg M(x) for allf(x). If mi(x )
has degree di, then d i bits will be needed to transmit ai(x ). Therefore, Y.i di 
bits are needed to transmit S(x). 
If t residue errors occur in the transmitted residue sequence S(x), then 
the received sequence will be 
V(x) = {al(x),... , ai,(x) + e,,(x), 0,..., O, a,=(x) 
+ ei2(x), 0,..., O, a,,(x) + ei,(x),..., 0} 
-~- S(x) q- {0,..., %(x), 0,..., O, ei2(x),... , ei,(x),... , 0} 
~- S(x) -J- {0,..., %(x),..., 0} q- {0,..., e,2(x),... , 0} +" -  
+ (0,..., ei,(x),..., 0}. (2) 
The polynomial corresponding to V(x) and resulting from performing the 
operation (3) will have the form 
M(x) M(x) M(x) _ "x" v(x) = C(x) h(x) + ~ y,~(x) + ~y,~(x)  + ... + ~Ya J 
= a(x)h(x) + M(x) mi~(x ) m,~(x) ... m~,(x) (mi~(x) "" mi'(x) y~(x) 
+ rail(x) "" m,,(x)yi2(x) q- ... 
+ mix(x) mi2(x)"" mi,_~(x)Yi,(x)) • (6) 
Therefore, G(x) will not divide v(x) if G(x) is relatively prime to all the mj(x) 
and has degree greater than mil(x ) "" mi,_l(x )yi,(x) for all possible distinct 
values of the subscripts ij.. Therefore, to detect independent errors, G(x) 
must have degree not less than the product of any t moduli. Likewise, it is 
easily seen that to correct errors, G(x) must have degree not less than the 
product of any 2t moduli. 
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IV. CODING FOR BURST ERRORS 
Since the sum of any two code words is another code word, this code 
forms a group and is linear. Suppose that a code corrects all bursts of b or 
less bits. This is equivalent to detecting any two bursts each of length b or less. 
Let Q = {ai~, a~, ..., ai~} be any set of consecutive residues uch that a burst 
of length b covers at least one bit of all residues in Q. (aii contains dis bits 
where dij = deg mij .) 
Let {~} be the set of all such residues and let D be the maximum length of 
all such ~'s  in {~}. If  Qm= = {a~, ak~ ,..., a~0} has this maximum length, 
then 
D = i dk~, 
t=1 
where dk, is the degree of ink,. 
THEOREM 1. Let G(x) be a polynomial generator having degree 2D, where 
G(x) is relatively prime to all moduli mi(x ). Then the code generated by G(x) 
will correct all bursts of length b. 
Proof. Since G(x) has length 2D -t- 1, it will not divide the error term of 
(6) since G(x) has length greater than the degree of milmi. ' .mid, where 
mi 1 , mi~ ,..., mie are any consecutive moduli such that a burst of length b 
covers at least one bit of all corresponding residues and the degree of 
milmi~ "'" mi x is less than D + 1. 
It is seen that all moduli mi(x) need not be of same degree as is the case with 
the codes constructed by Stone [5] and Bossen and Yau [2]. Thus, using 
moduli of different degrees allows for the possibility of longer code lengths. 
It will be shown in the next section that for certain classes of burst lengths, 
the redundancy is not greater and, in many cases, less than that of the Stone 
and Bossen-Yau codes. 
V. CONFIGURATION OF ~/~ODULI 
Let the moduli generating the code word S(x) be arranged so that their 
degrees are periodic with a period of P bits. That is, the h-th bit of a residue 
ai~ of length d~ (mi has degree di) is P bits removed from the h-th bit of a 
residue al~ of the same length d 3 , in both directions, unless the end of the 
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code word intervenes. For example, the following sequence represents the 
lengths of the residues ai(x) arranged in the same sequence. 
• " 9, 8, 7, 9, 8, 7, 9, 8, 7 "'" 
The minimal period of this sequence P which will be called the sequence 
of the code word is 9 + 8 + 7 = 24 bits. Let de be the maximum length of 
any residue in a period and, therefore, in a code word. 
THEOREM 2. Bursts of length b = P + 1 can be corrected for G(x) having 
degree 2(P + de), where de is the maximum degree of any moduli. 
Proof. A burst of length P -+- 1 will cover all residues in a period plus 
one other residue. If  this extra residue corresponds tothat of maximum length, 
then this burst impinges on residues whose moduli have aggregate degree 
P -}- de. From (6) it is sufficient hat G(x) have degree 2(P + de) to correct 
this burst. 
It will now be shown that codes using moduli of different degrees are never 
less efficient han codes using a single modulus ize to correct bursts of length 
P + 1. Let C(P, de) be the class of codes having period P and maximum 
degree modulus dp, and in which at least one moduli has degree de . Let the 
code B(m) be a residue code (such as a Stone or Bossen-Yau code) in which 
all moduli have degree m. 
THEOREM 3. The redundancy of C(P, dp) is never greater than that of 
B(dp) and, in many cases, is less for codes which correct he same maximum burst 
length b = P + I. 
Proof. The number of redundant bits in C(P, de) is given by 
r = 2(P -[- do) and the burst length by b = P + 1. Therefore, 
b =r /2  - - (de - -  1). (7) 
The burst length corrected for a B(dr) codes is given by 
b = (R/Z- -1)  de+ l, 
where R is the number of redundant moduli used. Equating (7) and (8) 
(8) 
r/2 -- (de -- 1) = (R/2 -- I) de -& 1 
r = Rdp. 
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Since R must be an even integer, 
R = [~-el if [-~-p1 is even 
or (9) 
R = [-~-el +1 if [-~-el is odd. 
Where Ix] denotes the smallest integer not less than r/dp. Thus if r/de is not 
an even integer, then C(P, dp) requires less redundancy than the code B(dp) 
correcting bursts of maximum length P + 1. Q.E.D. 
The reason for this result is that any length generator G(x) can be used for 
the C(P, dp) codes while the size of the redundancy for B(dF) is limited to 
multiples of dp. 
Since different size moduli can be used with C(P, dp), the word size can 
also be greater. Moduli of degree de_ 1 can be interleaved with moduli of 
degree dp to form periods. Thus, the code word could be longer than if only 
moduli of degree d~, were used. 
TABLE I 
2 1 3 
3 2 4 
4 3 6 
5 6 9 
6 9 14 
7 18 23 
8 30 38 
9 56 60 
10 99 113 
Table I gives a list of the number I m of irreducible polynomials of degree m, 
and the number Jm of pairwise relatively prime polynomials of degree m for 
m ~< 10. The Jm are from Bossen and Yau [2]. 
EXAMPLE. Consider a C(23, 8) code generated by moduli of degree 8 
and 7. A period will consist of two residues of length 8 and one residue of 
length 7. This is pqssible since there are 38 pairwise prime polynomials of 
degree 8 and 18 irreducible polynomials of degree 7. Therefore, only one 
moduli of degree 8 can be composed of a degree 7 prime polynomial and the 
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polynomial x. Otherwise, two polynomials of degree 8 would have the same 
factor x, and would not be pairwise prime. Thus, 17 prime polynomials of 
degree 7 are available. As a result P = 23, dp ~ 8, b = 24, r = 2(23 -[- 8) 
62 and r/d e = 7.75. Therefore, R = 8. 
Thus, using a B(8) code to correct for bursts of length 24 requires 
8 • 8 = 64 redundant bits while the C(23, 8) code correcting for a burst of 24 
bits requires 62 bits. Also, the maximum length of the B(8) code is 
38" 8 -~ 304 bits, while the C(23, 8) code has maximum length 
36 • 8 + 17 • 7 = 407 bits. The B(8) code has rate 1 --  (64/304) = 0.79, 
while the C(23, 8) code has rate I - -  (62/407) = 0.85. 
The same procedure can be carried out for correcting bursts which span a 
number of periods. Here, b = aP q-1 and the redundancy is now 
r = 2(aP -t- de) and G(x) must have degree r. Also by the same reasoning 
in Theorem 3 
R:[-~e ] if [~-p] iseven, 
+1 [+l  odd. 
Thus, the same results hold. 
From Table I it is seen that the number of irreducible polynomials over 
GF(2) of degree d e --  1 is almost half the number of pairwise prime poly- 
nomials of degree de for 5 ~ d e ~ 10. For these cases, a period can consist of 
2 residues of length d e and 1 residue of length d e --  1, and almost all pairwise 
prime polynomial moduli of degree de can be used. Thus, for these cases, the 
code may always have longer length than the equivalent Stone or Bossen-Yau 
codes. It is conjectured that above property of polynomials over GF(2) holds 
for all degrees greater than 5. A proof has not been found, but it is proved 
in the Appendix that the number of irreducible polynomials of degree m is 
greater than 1/2 the number of irreducible polynomials of degree m + 1 for 
m~10.  
In the previous example, it was shown that the C(23, 8) code required two 
bits less than the B(8) code correcting the same length burst. A general 
expression for this redundancy discrepancy will now be derived. Assume that 
in a period, P, of a C(P, de) code, there are k i residues of length dp --  i for 
i = 0, 1,..., u. Then 
P = ~. kddv-  i). (10) 
i=0  
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Let 
2 ~ kfi = A 
i=0  
THEOREM 4. The difference in redundancies, deR-  r, of B(dp) 
C(P, de) codes correcting for a burst of length P + 1 is A if A < dp . 
Proof. From (10) 
r = 2(P + d~,) = 2 k~+l  d~, - -A  
and 
R= ~ =2 k~+l  
and 
if A < de and since R must be an even integer not less than r/dp. The result 
follows immediately. 
For u = 1, h 1 = 1, we have A = 2 which is the result of the previous 
example. 
In many cases the burst length need not be P @ 1 in order that the redun- 
dancy of the C(P, dp) code be less than that of the corresponding B(d~,) code. 
Consider a C(17, 6) code which has a period formed by two moduli of degree 
6 and one moduli of degree 5. This code will correct bursts of maximum 
length 22 if the generator G(x) has degree 58. This is because aburst of length 
22 can intersect with 4 residues of length 6 and one residue of length 5. 
A B(6) code requires R redundant moduli where R is given by 
22 = (R/2--  1)6 + 1 
R=[27/3]+1 = 10 
since 27/3 is odd. Thus, the B(6) code requires 6 • 10 = 60 redundant bits. 
No constructive algorithm has been found for constructing efficient 
C(P, de) codes where the burst length is not aP -~- 1. However, there are 
certain classes of maximum burst lengths with respect o the period of the 
code for which the C(P, d2,) codes are not efficient. Consider the case where 
there are moduli of length d e --  1, each separated by one or more moduli of 
length d e . 
We now show that a C(P, de) code is inefficient for a maximum error burst 
beginning on the first (left-most) bit of a residue of length d e and ending on 
the second bit of a residue of length d e --  1. Shifting the error burst dp --  1 
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bits to the right shows that the burst begins on the last bit of a residue of 
length d e and ends on the first bit of a residue of length dp. Therefore, the 
burst length is 
b = r/2 -- 2(dp -- 1), 
where r is the degree of the generator G(x). If a B(de) code is used, the burst 
lengths are equated: 
or  
r/2 -- 2(de -- 1) = (R/2 -- 1) de -{- 1 
[ r  2 ] 
R= --~-e +--~-e - -2  if even 
R=[  ~rdp +-~-e 2 - -2 ]+1 if [ r___ dl" +dP-P 2 _21  is odd. 
If de > 2, and 2k < (r + 2)/d e < 2k + 1 for some k, then Rdp < r. 
In other cases Rdp <~ r. Thus, for these situations, the B(dp) is never less 
efficient. The same result holds when the burst begins on the next to the 
last bit of a residue of length de -- 1 and ends on the last bit of a residue of 
length do. 
VI. DECODING PROCEDURES 
Suppose a burst error has occurred in the residues of the moduli mi(x), 
mi+l(x),..., mi+t_l(x). This would cause an addition to the original polynomial 
of the error term 
~-1 M(x) 
E(x) = ~ mi+~(x ) yi+j(x), (11) 
j=0 
whereyi+~(x ) has degree less than mi+j(x ). For each sequence m,(x), mi+l(x),... , 
mi+t_l(x), there exists a unique qi.,(x) with degree less than G(x) such that 
M(x) 
r l t - lm (x~ qi,,(x) ~ 1 mod G(x) (12) 
1 l j=  o i+Jk ] 
since all ink(x) and G(x) are relatively prime. After the received residue 
sequence is transformed to a single polynomial, and divided by G(x), the 
remainder R(x) is given by 
E(x) = G(x) s(x) + R(x) (13) 
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and has degree lower than G(x). That is, 
R(x) ~ E(x) rood G(x). 
Using (12), 
[M(x)/M~.s(x)] qs.~(x) R(x) = R(x) mod G(x), (14) 
t--1 
where Ms.t(x) = YI~=0 ms+~(x). Any other term z~,t(x) such that 
M(x)/M~, t(x) . z,, t(x) = R(x) mod G(x) (15) 
and such that the degree of zs, t(x) is less than that of G(x) is given by 
z,,,(x) -~ qs,t(x) R(x) mod GCx). (16) 
E(x) can be written as 
E(x) = M(x)/Ms,t(x)[ms+a(x) ms+z(x) "" ms+t_l(X) ys(x) 
+ mi(x) ms+2(x) ... ms+t_l(X) Ys+I(x) -{- ... 
+ ms(x) ms+l(x)"" ms+t-~(x) Ys+t-l(x)] • (17) 
For an error term corresponding to R(x), we must have a zs,t(x) such that 
zs, t(x ) is equal to the contents of the brackets in (17). Assume z~,t(x ) has 
degree less than the degree of ]Vii, t(x). Let T(x) be the contents of the brackets 
in (17). The unknowns are the coefficients of the polynomials {yj(x)}. These 
coefficients appear linearly in T(x). The number of these unknown coefficients 
is equal to the degree of Ms,t(x). The polynomial zs, t(x) has the same number 
of coefficients (some may be zero). The coefficients of equal powers of x in 
zs,t(x) and T(x) are equated to form a set of s linear equations in s unknowns, 
where s = deg Mi,t(x). I f  the matrix of the coefficients of these unknowns 
(which are the unknown coefficients of the yj(x) polynomials) has rank s, 
then there is a unique nonzero solution to these linear equations. This 
matrix A is a function of the coefficients of the powers of x in the moduli 
{mj-(x)}. 
I f  a burst error has actually occurred in the residues of these moduli, then 
there must be a unique error term (17) and the equation 
zi.t(x) = T(x), (18) 
where zs,~(x ) is given by (16), must have a unique solution for the {y~(x)} 
polynomials since the code can correct bursts of this magnitude. The matrix 
of the coefficients of the unknowns in the set of linear equations i the constant 
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matrix A which depends only on the given moduli {m~(x)}, i ~< j ~< i + t -- 1. 
Then this matrix must have rank s for there to exist a unique solution. 
Thus, if zi.t(x) has degree s -- 1 or less, that is, zi. t(x) has degree less than 
the degree of M,.t(x), then we can find a unique solution to (18) and, therefore, 
a unique error term. As a result, we have 
THEOREM 5. I f  the degree of zi,t(x) [where z,.t(x ) is given by (16)](is less 
than that of Mi,t(x), then the error term caused in the residues of the moduli 
mi(x),..., mi+t-~(x) is given by 
E(x)  = M(x) /M, . , (x )  . (19) 
For instantaneous decoding, the gating required is comparable to that 
needed for the Bossen-Yau codes. Equation (16) requires atotal of r[2 rood 2 
adders for every moduli used. Each adder has at most r inputs. A comparator 
is needed to determine the degree of (16). The operation denoted by (19) 
requires about he same amount of gating. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
A class of codes has been presented that are never less efficient han the 
Stone or Bossen-Yau burst correcting codes and are as simple to decode. 
For many classes of burst length, the redundancy is less than the above 
named codes correcting the same maximum length burst, and the length 
greater. 
Error correction procedure consists of multiplications and determining 
degrees of resultant polynomials. 
APPENDIX 
Let Ie be the number of binary irreducible polynomials of degree k. Then 
from Berlekamp [1]: 
Define 
2 2 k/2+1 2 ~ 2 
k k <*~'~kTJ k" 
2 k 2k/~+1 
I~,min : k k 
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2 k 2 
Ik,max --  k k" 
1 2 2kk=+2 ) 2Ik,min- Ik+l,max = 2/c+1 (~ k ~-1) -1- (k 7-1 
2 k+l -~- 2k --  2(k+4)/Z(k + 1) 
k(k + 1) 
Now 2k/2 > 2(k + 1) for k /> 10, since for k = 10, 25 > 2(11) and increasing 
k by one doubles 2k/~ but only increases 2(k + 1) by 2. 
Therefore, 
2 (k+l)/~ > 2a/2(k + 1) 
2(k+1)/22 (k+1)/2 > 2(k+~)/~(k + 1) 2a/2 
and 
or 
so that 
2 k+l + 2k > 2(k+*)/2(k + 1) 23/2 
2 ~+* + 2k --  2(k+4)/2(k + 1) > 0 
2Ik,min - -  Ik+l,max ~> O, 
As a result, the number of irreducible binary polynomials of degree k is 
greater than 1/2 the number of irreducible binary polynomials of degree 
k + 1, fo rk  >/10. 
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